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A.   What   IS   meditation?  

-A method of practice for training and developing one's attention

-There exist dozens of types of meditation...mindfulness training is the basis for all others

-Synonyms:  to ponder, to contemplate, to practice

Definition from Wickipedia:

“Meditation refers to a family of practices in which the practitioner trains his or her mind or  
self -induces a mode of consciousness in order to realize some benefit.”

Definition from Daniel Goleman,:

-”the need for the meditator to retrain his attention, whether through concentration or 
mindfulness, is the single invariant ingredient in every meditation system.”

-from The Meditative Mind...The Varieties of Meditative Experience, 1988

What meditation is NOT:

-A method of going inward and blocking out the world

-An end in itself, such as meditating to become a great meditator

-An effort to stop all thoughts
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B.  Why   meditate?  

-”Are there any things we could improve about our life?”

-”Is there any appeal to cultivating loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy or 
eqanimity?”

-”Are we in control of our afflictive emotions (attachment, aversion, jealousy, anxiety, etc.) or 
are these emotions in charge of us?"

-”If we could change, would there be benefit in improved confidence, increased availability to 
others, and increased openness to the world?

from Matthieu Ricard:  Why Meditate?,  2008

We meditate in order to:

-come to inner freedom and genuine happiness through being in control of our minds.

-cultivate or train in a deep process of inner transformation, with the motivation to be helpful to 
self and others.

Ultimately, we meditate in order to express our true nature.

In many religious traditions such as Christianity, Judaism and Islam, one meditates in order to 
create a space into which God can enter, with the ultimate goal of union with the divine.

In Buddhism, one meditates in order to first train the mind's ability to pay attention (to be 
'mindful'), so that then one can train in perfecting various qualities such as love, compassion, joy and 
eqanimity, with the goal of benefitting self and others.

The Buddha answered the question of “why meditate” with The Four Noble Truths
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How   to Meditate?  

The Basics:

1) Posture: upright, with the spine straight, “like a stack of gold coins”.  Not too tight or 
too loose, not too relaxed or too agitated.

2) Breath natural, not forced
3) Hands either on knees or in lap.
4) Head up.
5) Chin tucked slightly in.
6) Tongue touching the upper palate just behind the front teeth.  (This actually helps!)
7) Eyes partly or fully open, gazing downward along the angle of the nose.
8) Try to set the intention to sit daily, at roughly the same time of day, building up 

gradually to twenty minute sessions.  (But remember: Even 5 minutes are infinitely 
better than none!).

The Technique:

1) Because mindfulness mediation is the basis of all other types of meditation, we begin 
with this, in order to develop or train in mindfulness, attention, concentration, 
awareness.

2) We begin with focus on the inflow and outflow of breath, following the breath and 
becoming aware of its characteristics.  We become aware of the sensation of breathing in 
the entire body.

3) When we notice that we have become distracted, having followed some thought or 
emotion or sensation to the point we've lost our awareness of the breath, we simply 
come back to the breath.  There is no sense of failure here, since the noticing that we've 
drifted away IS the mindfulness. Success!  We train by noticing again and again and 
again.

Beginning and ending each session:

1) “Don't be in a hurry to mediate!  First come into presence, the form the aspiration [to 
practice in order to be of benefit to yourself and all beings].”  -Frank Ostasesky

2) Then begin the meditation practice as described above.
3) At the conclusion it is very helpful to dedicate anything positive that might have come 

from this session to the benefit of all beings (self included).




